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Quick guide
Central pattern
generators
Scott L. Hooper
What are they? Central pattern
generators (CPGs) are relatively
small, relatively autonomous groups
of neurons (neural networks) that
produce patterned, rhythmic neural
outputs that drive rhythmic
behaviours. In addition to generating
boring behaviours like walking, CPGs
are also responsible for dancing,
chewing, swallowing, suckling,
copulation and orgasm — all the
things that make life worthwhile.
Why are they important? Aside from
being a source of adolescent humour
for electrophysiologists with arrested
development, you mean? When first
discovered in the 1960s, CPGs were
important because they proved that
nervous systems can endogenously
create output without sensory input;
they thus resolved a controversy
about whether nervous systems
could act only in response to sensory
stimulation. Recent work in systems
in which all the neurones of a CPG
can be identified (such as the pyloric
network of the lobster, Panulirus
interruptus; shown here) has allowed
their activity to
be explained on
the basis of
network synaptic
connectivity (the
network’s wiring
diagram) and
neuronal cellular
properties.
Aren’t all neurones alike? Actually, no.
Work on CPGs has helped to
underline the central importance of
differing neuronal properties for the
function of neural networks. Some
CPG neurones are spontaneous
oscillators (they repeatedly depolarize
and fire bursts of action potentials);
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The swirling
movements of the
centrosome and
microtubules in a live
Dictyostelium cell are shown in this
sequence of images. These were
taken over the course of about five
minutes using α-tubulin tagged
with a green fluorescent protein.
The movements are more frenetic
than usual because the cell is a
mutant that over-expresses the
motor domain of the
protein dynein.
Dynein has several
roles in eukaryotes,
including moving
organelles and anchoring
microtubules to the cell
cortex. In
Dictyostelium,
interphase
microtubules
can be
uncoupled
from the
cortex by the
overexpression
of dynein
motor-domain fragments.
This causes the entire
microtubule array to
become motile in the
cytoplasm; the centrosome
circulates along the cell
periphery, followed by loose,
wavy bundles of microtubules. 
The mechanism for this
motility may involve cortically
anchored dyneins that transiently
engage the microtubule array. In
normal cells this activity would
reinforce the radial array and
maintain the central position of
the centrosome, as cells crawl
and change shape. In cells
like the mutant one shown
here, most of the cortical
dynein activity seems to
have been ‘turned off’; a few
remaining active
dyneins could
pull on a
microtubule
and move
the array,
much like
pulling on a
single strand of
a mop head in a
bucket of water. A function
of dynein in normal cells,
therefore, is to maintain
the central location of
the centrosome, and a
small region on the
motor domain may serve
as an on/off switch. 
See the online version of this
article for a video of the movements.
For details see Koonce M.P., et al,
EMBO J 1999, 18:6786-6792.
Images provided by Michael
Koonce, Wadsworth Center, Albany,
New York 12201, USA, and Ralph
Neujahr, Max Planck
Institut für Biochemie,
Martinsried, 
Germany.
Biology in pictures
Keep the motor running
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others show a delayed excitation in
response to being inhibited; others
are bistable elements that can be
switched between two semi-stable
states, one hyperpolarized, the other
depolarized and firing. These data
suggest that to predict network
activity the wiring diagram isn’t
enough — you also need to know
how each neurone transforms the
inputs it receives.
So how many CPGs do we have?  You
might think we have thousands
— one for the rumba, one for the
tango, one for the waltz, etc. — but
that’s almost certainly not the case.
CPG networks seem to be
multifunctional: modulatory input
induces them to produce many
different outputs, so one network
could generate many behaviours.
Furthermore, network boundaries
are flexible — neurones can switch
from one network to another, and
networks can be fused into new
larger networks that produce
patterns different from any of
the originals.
Does this have implications for nervous
system function in general? Well, as it
allows each CPG neurone to
participate in generating many
behaviours, it gives more ‘bang’ per
neurone. If this flexibility exists
elsewhere in the nervous system, it
would similarly increase the amount
of information-processing a given
number of neurones could perform.
Such multifunctional abilities might,
in part, underlie our ability to think
and to create new things.
Where can I find out more?  
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Primer
Molecular motors
R.A. Cross and
N.J. Carter
Molecular motors are responsible for
almost all biologically interesting
motion. They support efficient,
sustained, directional motility of
cellular components within cells, of
entire cells over surfaces and of
entire organisms. Motors allow cells
to set up complex structure, and then
continuously to maintain and adjust
it, by directing packets of molecular
components to localised, and
sometimes distant, reaction sites.
Without motorised transport, cellular
components, and cells themselves,
would need to diffuse to their
destinations, and diffusion is
inefficient over distances of more
than a few microns.
There are several families of
molecular motors. In eukaryotic cells,
networks of actin filaments and
microtubules ramify through the
cytoplasm, and cytoskeletal motors
engage both in forcefully sliding the
actin filaments and microtubules into
place, and in trafficking cargo along
them. The classical cytoskeletal
motor is myosin. In muscle fibres,
polymers of myosin pull on arrays of
actin filaments, driving muscle
contraction. Members of the myosin
family are also involved in cell
motility, in endocytosis and vesicle
transport, in cytokinesis and in the
gastrulation stage of embryonic
development. Two other sorts of
cytoskeletal motor, the kinesins and
the dyneins, move along microtubules
to actuate the directional motility of
membranous vesicles, organelles,
chromosomes, protein rafts and RNA.
Certain dyneins power the beating of
cilia and flagella.
Cytoskeletal motors move
linearly. Cells also contain rotary
motors and track-laying motors. The
F1 ATPase is a rotary machine that
sits and spins in mitochondrial
membranes, is powered by a proton
gradient and ordinarily generates
ATP. But its rotor can be driven
backwards if ATP is supplied,
whereupon it becomes a highly
efficient rotary motor. Bacterial
rotary motors drive the spinning of
flagella, and so allow bacterial
chemotaxis. Several ribosomal
elongation factors and DNA and
RNA manipulating enzymes are
motors, in that they move
directionally along the track that
they synthesise.
What do molecular motors look
like? Most, but not all, have a
heads-on-a-stalk configuration. The
heads contain the ATPase and
track-binding functions and the stalk
recognises and binds to other motors,
or to adaptor proteins, or directly to
cargo. In some cases the tail may also
fold up and bind reversibly to the
head, thereby turning it on and off.
Kinesin and myosin are structurally
related to each other and to the
G-proteins, and it is possible they
diverged from a common,
G-protein-like ancestor by the
incorporation of different
track-binding insertions.
Motors as stepping machines
In trying to disentangle the often
complex ideas in the motors field, it
is helpful to hold on to the notion
that a motor is a molecular stepping
machine, a mechanical device that
makes progress in small steps along
its track. There is direct evidence for
such stepwise progress for single
kinesin, myosin and dynein
molecules, and even for some rotary
motors, which can usefully be
regarded as stepping between
discrete sites distributed along an
endless, circular track. The smoother
macroscopic motions typically
observed (for example, in muscle)
come from a blurring together of the
steppy contributions of many
individual motors.
If motors are stepping machines,
then the obvious question is ‘How
does stepping work?’. This central
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question begs questions on the
internal molecular mechanism of the
motor: ‘Which are the moving parts,
how do they move and how are they
caused to move?’; ‘What structural
features govern direction, speed and
efficiency?’. Other important
questions relate to the function and
regulation of the motor in the cell:
‘How is stepping turned on and off?’
and, ‘How does a motor choose its
cargo?’. The answers to these
questions have so far only been
hinted at — we need to know much
more. Claims are sometimes heard
that myosin is ‘solved’, for example,
but reports of the death of the field
are exaggerated. The solution
kinetic mechanisms of one or two
myosins are well understood, but
myosin (and other motors) will not
be solved until we understand the
mechanochemical kinetics — the
structures of the intermediates in
the cycle, how the structures are
distorted by tension, and the
influence of such distortion on their
rates of interconversion, and hence
on stepping behaviour.
In trying to understand the
mechanism of any motor, we need to
ask about the binding and unbinding
reactions (by which the motor
transfers from one site on the track to
the next), and about the shape
changes the motor undergoes while
attached to its track. The stepping
action of a motor is more precisely
an attach–shape–shift–detach cycle
(see Figure 1). In 1957, A.F. Huxley
suggested a mechanism for muscle
myosin in which directional
progress was due predominantly to
directionally biased attachment of a
tethered, freely diffusing motor. In
1971, A.F. Huxley and R. Simmons
described a modified model that
incorporated a sequence of forceful
conformational changes (in fact, a
progressive, stepwise tilting action)
once the motor head was attached
to its track. These two models have
been enormously influential,
and are often used to provide a
context in which other models
are discussed.
It is worth examining these ideas
in a bit more detail. Figure 1
illustrates a generalized motor, whose
mechanism of movement involves
both diffusional searching for a
binding site, and directional
conformational changes once bound.
The idea of directionally biased
binding of a motor to its track is
rather counter-intuitive. The motor
is tethered by a flexible leash, and
diffuses back and forth constantly
under thermal (Brownian) motion. It
is selectively captured out of this
diffusional condition by binding to
sites ahead in the progress direction,
either because these sites are closer,
or because binding in the
counter-productive direction
produces unfavourable strain and is
rapidly reversed.
Directional conformational
changes are less difficult to imagine;
all enzymes undergo cyclic shape
changes, however slight, as they
execute their catalytic programme.
Sometimes the changes only involve
rearrangements of residues in the
active site, but more commonly the
whole molecule changes shape,
because the active site is
mechanically connected to the rest of
the molecule, and local
rearrangements around the active
site can be amplified to produce
mechanical motion of large scale
structural elements in the whole
molecule. An important point is that
such ‘mechanochemical coupling’
works both ways. Shape-shifting of
the whole molecule can be driven by
active site transitions, or precisely
the opposite can occur — by forcing
the molecule to undergo a global
shape change, one can alter the
catalytic properties of the active site.
Conformational switching
For most motors, the cycle of
conformational changes which
produces stepping is driven by the
turnover of ATP. Each intermediate
in the sequence motor → motor.ATP
→ motor.ADP.Pi → motor.ADP can
have different structure, and
different track binding properties.
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Figure 1
Conformational switching in a generalized
motor. The motor (yellow) is tethered to a
large cargo (blue) and moves along a polar
track (grey). Initially, the motor diffuses back
and forth, searching for a binding site. The
capture of the motor by the track may be
favoured in one direction over the other.
After initial, weak binding, the motor
switches into a strong binding conformation,
which can sustain tension. Relative sliding of
the motor and its track then occur. Once the
strain on the motor has reduced, it switches
back to a weak binding conformation and
detaches, ready for a fresh cycle of
interaction. Different chemical intermediates
in ATP turnover are shown in red.
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Intermediates in the ATPase
mechanism of a particular motor in
solution are called ‘states’, and can
be classified according to what is in
the active site, and according to
whether binding is weak (tending to
detach) or strong (tending to remain
attached) (see Figure 1). ATP
turnover causes a motor to cycle
between weak and strong binding
states. When the active site is empty,
binding is strong (in muscle, this is
called rigor). ATP binding and
turnover subsequently supply the
energy required to detach the motor
from its track, and so, indirectly, the
opportunity to reattach to a new site
further along in the progress
direction. The effect of ATP is to
regenerate the weak binding state,
and is occasionally compared to
recocking a gun. The exact stage at
which ATP turnover triggers release
of motor from track varies between
motors. In myosin, for example, the
M.ATP state is weak binding. In
kinesin, current evidence suggests
that K.ATP is strong binding, and
the K.ADP state seems to be the
weakest binding.
If motors are stepping machines,
and the energy for stepping comes in
packets of one ATP molecule, the
question naturally arises of how far a
motor can move per ATP molecule
turned over. For kinesin, there is
now good evidence that the motor
‘walks’ using 8 nm steps along the
microtubule protofilament axis, and
that each step uses one ATP
molecule. The motor stalls at about
6 pN of retroactive force, which sets
the energy available (to kinesin) from
one ATP at about 6 × 8 = 48 pN.nm.
An interesting, and controversial,
possibility is that the myosin motors
can store energy and release it
progressively in packets smaller than
one ATP molecule.
Inter-motor coordination
For real motors, coordinated,
repetitive stepping is thought to be
achieved by a combination of
chemical kinetics (which sets the
lifetimes of states when no work is
being done), and ‘strain
dependence’, whereby the binding
properties and lifetimes of particular
states are altered by mechanical
distortions. Strain dependence is a
key concept and likely to be an
important experimental theme in
the future. The inter-relatedness of
mechanical and chemical events
means that pulling in the progress
direction on a motor will tend to
detach it from its track, whereas
pulling in the opposite direction
will tend to stabilize its attachment
to the track. Strain dependence
allows coordination of the actions of
several collaborating motors; when
one pulls, the others tend to let go,
unless they too are pulling. Lever
arms (see Figure 1) are structural
extensions to the motor that
increase the amplitude (the size of
the swing) generated by
conformational changes. Motors
use lever arms to both exert and
sense strain. 
Another important concept is the
‘duty ratio’. The total cycle time of
a motor can be divided into time
spent in strong states (tending to
remain attached, able to exert and
support force), and time spent in
weak states (tending to detach) (see
Figure 1). The ratio of the two is the
duty ratio. For practical purposes,
motors can be classified as porters
(high duty ratio) or rowers (low duty
ratio). Kinesin molecules that can
‘walk’ along microtubules are
porters. Rowers, like muscle
myosin, are team workers, with each
member of the team briefly gripping
the track, applying an impulse of
force, and then releasing. Note,
however, that unlike human
oarspeople, rowing motors are not
usually synchronised.
Porters are processive, remaining
attached to their substrate through
multiple rounds of catalysis.
Confusingly, a molecular motor can
be processive in two different ways.
It can be chemically processive with
respect to its ATPase (turning over
multiple ATP molecules per
collisional encounter with the track),
or it can be mechanically processive
(taking multiple steps along the track
per collisional encounter).
Where next?
In vitro assays that look at single
molecules of purified motor proteins
and their substrates using modern
‘enhanced’ light microscopy have
provided many of the most exciting
recent insights into motor
mechanism. Force can be measured
either by allowing a working motor to
bend a glass microneedle, or by
attaching the motor to a bead,
gripping the bead in an optical trap
(a focussed beam of infra red laser
light) and setting the motor to pull
the bead. Such experiments give
mechanical information about single
molecular steps. The newest work
aims at simultaneous recording of the
turnover of single fluorescent ATP
molecules and the resulting
mechanical steps.
The importance of work on
molecular motor mechanisms for our
understanding of dynamic
organisation of living cells cannot
reasonably be doubted. What does
the future hold? A trawl through the
recent literature will uncover a
different sort of molecular motors
research, in which chemists are
attempting de novo design and
chemical synthesis of molecular scale
motors. Thus far, there is surpisingly
little cross-talk between these two
disciplines. In the future, we can
expect more.
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